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BOARD MESSAGE

Welcome to
The Right Angle Journal

e spend much of our lives in spaces created by other people – people
we don’t even know. Some of these environments are great and some
are not so great. Most of the time, we don’t notice them and we don’t
comment on them. We just get used to them. With your help, we would
like to change things a little.
Welcome to The Right Angle.
The Right Angle is not an architectural journal (full disclosure: our team is mostly
made up of individuals who call themselves architects) – like you, we think there are
enough architectural journals in the world already. But we believe that the built environment, including architecture, needs to be discussed more openly, and by a wider
range of people, professional and non-professional. The built environment belongs to
all of us, and the discussion should include all of us.
Our organization is called the Built Environment Open Forum, and we intend that our
journal will reflect that. Many of our writers will be architects and design professionals,
along with others close to the cause. Our topics will be those that interest us and our
readers equally, related to the built environment. The writing will be down-to-earth,
accessible, light-hearted or serious, personal, honest, and with lots of drawings
and photographs.
There is no limit to the number of ways the built environment can be appreciated,
enjoyed, examined and evaluated. It very much depends on how you’re prepared to
look at it. And there is really no correct viewpoint: every angle is the right angle.
Gordon S. Grice, Editor
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MESSAGE

INTRODUCTION to
The Right Angle Journal
by RAYMOND MORIYAMA, CC, O.ONT.

was sorry to learn of the demise of OAA Perspectives after so many wonderful years.
However, I am encouraged and excited to also learn that many of the same excellent members of the publishing team are continuing with new outlook, fresh ideas,
renewed energy and publishing a quarterly, The Right Angle Journal.
Why am I excited?
The immense possibilities.
A quarterly, I believe, can provide more in-depth transformative thinking that could
inspire readers and raise the aspirations of architects, planners, students and the
general public alike.
A quarterly is capable of a little more relaxed, more contemplative approach and
can deal with a diversity of subject matter.
It can be more humorous, funny, poking fun to provide insights. The modesty of
Canadians is admirable, but often we can be too serious, too complacent, too anticontroversy, too timid, and not able to laugh at ourselves and see the other side.
Speaking of insights, I would welcome insight into the insights of my fellow professionals – stories of their moment of insight, the duration of such insight and the action
they had taken. I think the public is interested in “what makes the architects tick?”
What about a “Student Section”? This section could be wildly exciting and stir our
“old blood” as well as the young.
A quarterly should be able to attract not only advertisers but sponsors, who can
help and fund The Right Angle to carry out events and competitions for new ideas (that
could also help the sponsors) and encourage design competitions on varied subjects
(from architectural details to future Canada 2050 and beyond) that could fire us up,
young and old. What about a design competition or dissertation on “Golden Canada,”
and what architects and individuals could do to get closer to its realization?
Congratulations to a new quarterly to transcend Canada and the world. There is no
turning back. Go forth with imagination, vision and gutsy pragmatic actions.
The best to you, RIGHT ANGLE.

Go forth with
imagination,
vision
and gutsy
pragmatic
actions.

Raymond Moriyama
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PLACES
INTRODUCTION
by GORDON S. GRICE OAA, FRAIC

I told the students that they were at the age when they might begin to choose places
that would sustain them the rest of their lives, that places were more reliable than
human beings, and often much longer-lasting, and I asked them where they felt at home.
– Rebecca Solnit, The Faraway Nearby

Ondaatje Dining Hall,
Massey College,
one of the Editor’s
favourite places.
IMAGE: LUKE ANDRITSOS

was talking with one of our contributors about the idea of “special places.” She told
me about a place in northern Finland, north of the Arctic Circle, where she went
skiing once. She said it was the quietest and cleanest place she has ever been.
It seems that sometimes a place speaks to you in a way that a person can’t. It
stirs something inside you – a lost or half-formed idea that may have little to do
with the physical place, but embodies the genius loci – the spirit of the place.
Places, it seems, can have a personality – a quality that allows them to interact
with the people who visit them. This may sound a little bit paranormal, but you will
probably agree that sometimes you find yourself in a place, whether it’s architecturally
designed or naturally created, that alters your mood – makes you feel comfortable,
calm or invigorated, thoughtful, creative – where time slows down or speeds up – a
place that makes you feel especially like yourself.
In Modern English, the word “place” can mean many things. We can use it to indicate something grand, as in the currently popular phrase “place making” – designing
or creating a significant public space – or humble, as in “Can you please find a place
for your shoes; I’m tired of tripping over them.”
This reflects the checkered history of the word itself. Introduced into Old English
as plaecum, in the 10th century, from Latin (platea) and Greek (plateia), meaning “an
open space in a city” (OED), it was reintroduced into Middle English 300 years later,
from the French place, meaning simply “material space.” So “place” can be used to
describe something big and important, or something small and insignificant. It can even
describe something that doesn’t really exist at all, except in the memory or imagination.
When we asked our contributors (mainly architects) to tell us about a place that
is (or has been) special to them, we imagined that most of them would describe an
important work of architecture or urban planning, and that at some level, visual qualities would be the most important. This was not what happened. In most cases, the
characteristics that made a place special were not those things that an architect or
designer can control. Timelessness, nostalgia, memories, tradition, quiet seclusion,
aromas, the quality of light, a reminder of home – these are the qualities that our
contributors cherish.
One of our goals in The Right Angle is to dig down to the very roots of architecture
and environmental design: What makes a good environment? What qualities do people
value most? What can designers do to try to satisfy these desires?
GORDON S. GRICE is Editor of The Right Angle Journal and a Director of the Built Environment Open Forum

Belief in the significance of architecture is premised on the fact that we are, for better or worse, different people in
different places – and on the conviction that it is architecture’s task to render vivid to us who we might ideally be. P. 13
– Alain de Botton, The Architecture of Happiness.
10 | Read The Right Angle Journal online www.therightanglejournal.ca

THE GREY LADY
by ALEX TEMPORALE OAA, FRAIC

IMAGES: ALEX TEMPORALE

odd was five. He couldn’t stop screaming. He wasn’t in pain or having a
tantrum; it was joy. It was his first experience jumping in the waves crashing onto an ocean beach. The shoreline seemed to extend forever below
an endless horizon. The trip began as an invitation from an old friend who
was spending a year on sabbatical in Martha’s Vineyard. It was the year
I started practice on my own. I was tired and emotionally exhausted and, for the first
time in my career, I took three weeks off. I would return many times, not to Martha’s
Vineyard, but to Nantucket, the “Grey Lady,” as it’s known, the island further off the
coast of Cape Cod we visited on that trip.
I like to say that it was the two-hour ferry ride that made it my special place, but it is
more than that. There is everything that one reads about the attraction of the ocean
and island living. In an all-consuming profession such as architecture, detachment from
the daily demands of practice at times seems rare. After the long drive down to the
coast of New England, the ferry ride is a wonderful decompression. There is something
symbolic about leaving the mainland behind. As you pass the red lighthouse at Brant
Point and enter Nantucket harbour, filled with sailboats and yachts, you are enclosed
by a ring of 17th- and 18th-century grey, shingle buildings, with church steeples and
towers in the background. The sound of gulls and waves lapping against the pier, the
smell of salt water, the ocean breeze and then the slight rock of the ferry as it nestles
into its slip signal your arrival. It is postcard picturesque.
The beauty of Nantucket Island relies on more than grand buildings. Rather, it’s finegrained human scale. Even though you are on vacation, you cannot help but be moved by
its unspoiled beauty and become an observer recording the fine details of this historic
place. The main street is cobblestoned, the sidewalks are brick, the curbs are granite
and the larger trees branch over the walkways. The streets are narrow and bordered on
both sides by historic buildings, dating mainly back to the Island’s whaling days. The
roofscapes are still dotted with widow’s walks, but no one is awaiting the return of the
whaling fleet. There are no McDonald’s. Gas bars don’t have big flood-lit canopies, but
are nestled into the island landscapes and usually have a shed or shingle-style building
to serve customers. In general, most of the grim and gaudy commercial development
that dominates the North American landscape does not exist on Nantucket. There is
no Learning from Las Vegas here.
There is enormous pride in the heritage of the island and the maintenance of its
heritage buildings. Every summer, crews of painters and workmen can be seen stripping back the wood clapboards and repainting siding and trim. The islanders know the
innate details and methods of construction that began with the first saltbox homes
of early 18th century. Traditions have been retained that began in the mid-1800s. In
the early settlements, trees began to be planted, picket and balustrade-style fences
became the norm, as well as hedges to define public and private property. The tradition
of the deep green hedges continues to the present day in the town and hamlets of
Nantucket. They have become an art form, shaped and punctured to provide framed
views of the water or the entrance to a home. The formality of the townscape is in
sharp contrast to the island countryside, an environment best described by sand
dunes, moraines, grasses, and scrub growth, largely untouched even where there
is development. Strict design guidelines have been set, dictated by the surrounding
topography and location for development. There is no suburbia allowed.
Nantucket is also a place where the architect must park his or her ego. You cannot return as many times as I have and not become a conservation advocate. Almost

Nantucket
is also
a place
where the
architect
must park
his or
her ego.
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everything is built of shingles or siding, with combinations or interpretations of
the traditional Nantucket style. The result is that new homes, set randomly in
the terrain, weather and blend into the landscape. The approach would be best
compared to Sea Ranch in California and the work of McKay Sweetapple in Nova
Scotia – simple forms and natural materials with a reference to traditional construction. As a member of the Canadian Association of Heritage Professionals, I
am aware of architects’ apparent inability to respond to context without making
personal statements. When we do “traditional style” buildings, they are too often
executed poorly, in my opinion. There is a lack of appreciation and understanding of
traditional methods of construction. It is a secret pleasure as an architect to witness
the opposite on Nantucket.
On this far-off island, there is also a sense of loneliness to the rugged terrain of
sand roads and almost barren landscapes. In the mornings, there is usually a cool
and damp grey fog that gives the island its second name. It separates the island
inhabitants both from the outside world and from one another. The grey buildings are
consumed by the fog. It reminds you that the early life of the islanders was harsh and
dangerous. The ocean, for all its beauty, is unforgiving. Unlike a science fiction thriller,
the dome of fog lifts but not until after it’s taken its penance. The New England fog
grounded many whaling ships and has sent private planes to their grave off the coast.
The children, of course, were part of the decision to return to the Grey Lady and make it
a special place for us. Nantucket is safe; it is difficult of get lost – the island is too small.
Everyone goes to the beach. Yes, there are seals, riptides and the reports of sharks off
the coast. Jaws was filmed off Martha’s Vineyard, we like to say. Is there a better place
to gather a family than under an umbrella with a cooler, looking out over the ocean? The
family is gathered around and the grandkids are playing in the sand. Right now, I can
almost hear the ferry boat horn giving the signal that we can start to board.
ALEX TEMPORALE is principal of ATA Architects in Toronto and Oakville. He is a Director of the Built
Environment Open Forum and a member of The Right Angle Editorial Committee
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THE HORSE PALACE
by JONATHAN SILVER

ome places cannot be casually visited. You go sparingly, and when the time
is right. They have a potent effect on your being, which would be dulled
by regular visitation. Anyways, the benefits of going come in the days and
months afterward, as you digest and reflect on your experience. These
are special places.
The Horse Palace in Toronto is such a place to me.
Entering this building, you’re hit with the strong odour of horse manure. But as your
nose acclimatizes, you notice the soft, sweet smell of hay and the clean scent of
wood shavings. You might even smell subtle notes of old musty wood, rusting metal
and peeling paint. This texture of smells permeates every square centimeter of the
two-storey, 30,304 m2 building. In certain places, you can almost taste it.
Breathing in deeply, your lungs and body fill with this air – the air of a bygone era
when horses were an ubiquitous part of urban life. You’re not just looking back in
time; you’re smelling back in time. These smells describe a world that is impossible
to articulate in words and images; the nose is a gateway into a different dimension of
reality, one that isn’t reducible to the dimensions of sight and language.
As a designated historical site, the Horse Palace is a sort of museum – a bridge
to the past. But while most museums forge a bridge through our eyes – with objects
displayed behind glass, colourful artistic renderings and striking videos – the Horse
Palace forges it through our nose. Instead of just seeing what they saw, you are able
to smell what they smelled.
There is something curiously powerful and intimate about nasal experience. Perhaps
it is the idea that molecules in the air are entering our body. Perhaps it is that smell
is a primal sense faculty, capable of triggering primal areas of our brain. Or perhaps
it is simply that few places really affect our sense of smell so our noses have become
neglected and therefore hypersensitive to sensory stimulation.
Speculation aside, the Horse Palace is a powerful and intimate experiential link to
a past city, a city you can only get to through your nose.
While it is pleasurable in and of itself to sniff into the past, it is also important to do
so. Experiencing a starkly different version of Toronto reminds us that our city as it is
today will also change. Just as automobiles replaced horses, thereby replacing horse
excrement with vehicular exhaust, the smells of today will too one day be replaced.
The big question is how will Toronto smell in the future?
If we imagine a city free from noxious exhaust, and if
we then desire that city, we will have a carrot on a stick
that will lead us to make that vision a reality.
Wandering the Horse Palace, you find rows upon
rows of vacant, eight-by-eight-foot stalls. This emptiness gives the impression of an antiquated building,
rendered obsolete by the automobile. But this impression is gently called into question by the mysteriously
fresh wood chips lightly dusting the hard-to-reach
edges and corners all over – the residuals of a recent,
good-enough, barn-style sweeping.
The Horse Palace has 1,200 stalls that still today
house a variety of competition livestock during the
Annual Royal Agricultural Winter Fair, which has been
running since 1922. Though agricultural fairs still
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IMAGES: JONATHAN SILVER

play a lively and essential role in the social and intellectual fabric of rural Ontario – and
the urban could not exist without the rural – the smell of horses is not part of Toronto’s
smell-scape nearly as much as it used to be.
Directly across from the Horse Palace, another annual festival takes place. Once a
year, since 1986, herds of race cars drive into the city for the Toronto Indy. The area
stinks of burning fossil fuels and rubber.
I imagine in 2081 (95 years since the Indy’s inauguration; the temporal equivalent of
visiting the Horse Palace today), people will still come from far and wide to the annual
race. Being there, they will be smelling back to the era when Toronto was filled with
noxious, heavy, grey effluent spewing from tailpipes. As they leave to go home, they
will notice a contrast in the air: a freshness wafting off nearby trees and green roofs,
and an invigorating wind blowing in off Lake Ontario. I hope they will feel relieved to
know they live in an age when cities are filled with clean, healthy air.
JONATHAN SILVER is a speaker, educator, researcher, writer, urban interventionist and down-to-earth
philosopher. He’s interested in how places and objects can be improved by designing them to
accommodate our senses. To that end, he leads blindfolded walking tours and living architecture tours.

THE MICRO-VILLAGE
by BILL BIRDSELL OAA, FRAIC

here is a small group of buildings that I walk to a couple of mornings each
week. It keeps me in touch with the history of my small city and reminds me
that, in this age of “alternate facts,” there is still authenticity to be found
in old buildings.
My route takes me down the street from my house to the café in the public
square for an espresso. Then, it’s on to a narrow street that was once a movie stand-in
for an “occupied Second World War European village.” The vista is terminated at the
end of the street by the spire and carillon of my local church. The mixture of materials – limestone, red brick, buff brick, sandstone, slate roofs and fresh yellow-green
14 | Read The Right Angle Journal online www.therightanglejournal.ca

leaves of trees bursting with fresh life – is intoxicating in the bright spring sun. I turn
right, just past the century-old County Solicitor’s Building and now I’m looking straight
at the former Ontario Land Registry Office, with a stone cairn in front, marking the
location of the first registry office.
In front of the registry office, a blue ribbon has been tied around a tree as a reminder
that even the most ancient of resources – ground water, as a definer of the limits to
growth of the community – needs to be protected. It’s a line in the sand drawn by
many local people who prefer to decide the future of their own city.
Past the Superior Court of Justice lies the Wellington County Jail and Governor’s
Residence, built in 1911, of stone salvaged from the original octagonal gaol, of 1839.
The Jail and Residence were designed by noted architect W.A. Mahoney, best known
for designing Carnegie libraries. The jail features low towers with crenellated rooflines.
The Governor’s House resembles the Georgian style. It is a mainly symmetrical stone
structure with a wooden verandah that spans the façade. Some of the work on this
structure was undertaken by my late partner Bill Jarrett, Architect.
The lane is defined by a composition of walkways, canopies and steps that trickle
down the slope between the two structures. My progress is slowed as I explore the
limestone walls looking for fossils and life from a much more distant era. The shadow
of the tower traces a pattern of shade on the grass and flowers of the courtyard below,
leading me into another space.
A segment of the stone-walled exercise yard is still intact in the south-west corner,
of the 1911 jail. These walls of the Wellington County Gaol Yard are all that remain
of the 1839 building that was the first permanent public building in town. The yard
was the site of seven executions in the 1800s, including Henry White, whose body
is buried there. In addition to the executions, 11 other inmates met their end during
their incarceration in the old prison.
The planners I speak to stress the importance of community and human scale and
point to the public lane and yard as important elements of a healthy micro-village in
the face of the uncertain urban renewal taking place nearby. The urban expression of
my city leans generally to the right, with an emphasis on tradition, and the reuse of
history fits the mould. To my fellow citizens, traditionally designed cities reflect dreams
of a world where people forever know their place.
Most visitors to the yard are unaware of the dark past of this quiet, restful site.
But for me, the embodied irony provides an appropriate setting to contemplate the
present, and these American days. With so many people shocked, disturbed or just
plain baffled by Donald Trump’s spreading of “alternative facts,” it’s no wonder the
dystopian classic 1984 is back in the public eye. After all, George Orwell’s cautionary
tale described a society in which “whatever the Party holds to be true is truth” and
“the Ministry of Truth” promotes “doublethink” and “newspeak.” The worries are that
“Big Brother is watching” and “the Surveillance State” is with us. Unfortunately, I have
recently experienced “Trump Chaos” within my own profession.
This place, with all its collected history and meaning seems to strongly remind me
about that world of anxiety, fear and paranoia and the scariness of Orwell’s 1984, but
at the same time, it shields me from the relentless confusion of today’s strange world.
The balance of my town is recycling itself now. Trying to be car-free, pedestrianscaled and sustainable. I leave this garden of stone by going through a carved and
fitted arch and down a long spiral concrete stair and on to Thorp Street. From there,
my route takes me past the new condo tower, around the modern performance art
centre to make a connection with the river.
Through gentle adaptation, the Wellington County Gaol Yard and the buildings I pass
along the route have withstood the ravages of almost 200 years, and I suspect they
will survive for a few hundred more.
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BILL BIRDSELL is an architect in Guelph, Ontario and a former two-term president of the Ontario
Association of Architects. He is a Director of the Built Environment Open Forum and a member of
The Right Angle Editorial Committee
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MEMORIAL SCHOOL, NIAGARA FALLS
by IAN ELLINGHAM, PHD, FRAIC

hat makes a place worthy of positive note? Psychologists have been
working on this question for some decades and over the past fifteen
years, the neuroscientists have joined in. There have been fascinating
insights. This is not a frivolous matter – architects, planners and developers all have some responsibility to ensure that the wider population
responds positively to the buildings and cities that they create.
What reasons might there be for regarding a building in a positive manner? For one
thing, an individual might see a building as “beautiful,” but there are many other possibilities. One reason, much favoured by builders of tract house and designers of themed
environments, is the concept of the “romantic,” a topic that was seriously explored in
buildings, music, painting and literature by the Victorians. The Oxford English Dictionary
offers this definition of romantic: “of, characterized by, or suggestive of an idealized,
sentimental, or fantastic view of reality; remote from experience […] concerned more
with feeling and emotion than with form and aesthetic qualities.” This underlines the
importance of the relationship between the individual and any building, with the concept
of the romantic taking the relationship one step further.
One way of thinking about romanticism is to consider how it differs from what we
might consider realism (a shaky concept at best in this post-truth era). As the OED
suggests, romanticism departs from realism by distorting it to suit the observer’s
emotional requirements. This brings us to the phenomenon we know as nostalgia – a
particularly powerful facet of romanticism and a pleasantly flawed method for retrieving a memory. There are buildings that, when I encounter them, I feel a cosy warm
feeling, and memories flood back. To anyone else, they could be the ugliest buildings
you might ever encounter.
As a recreational pursuit I play the clarinet and bass clarinet in a couple of community
bands. It is something I learned in high school, played a bit in university, and picked
it up again a few years ago. Not only does it bring one into contact with people that
an architect may not engage with in the course of his/her travels, but there is nothing
like listening to great music from inside, whether it is Haydn, Glenn Miller, or Queen.
There may be nothing nostalgic about this to any one individual, although much of this
music is distinctly romantic.

How not to capture sunlight in buildings
CARTOON: JOHN CRACE
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A couple of years ago, another clarinettist suggested I change groups. He gave me
the directions to the Legion Hall where they practised. That evening I was running late,
so followed the directions, parked the car, rushed up the stairs and arrived just as
things were starting. I sat down and focused on the music.
After a few minutes, I started to consider where I was. The Legion Hall had obviously
had a previous career as a school, and there couldn’t be that many early 20th-century
schools in that part of town. Then it struck me: I had attended this very school in grade
six, and I was sitting in my old classroom.
The building had been unsympathetically renovated, the windows crudely covered over,
and any surrounding vegetation disposed of, leaving it sitting stiffly on its site. Many of
the interior walls had been removed, so there was no semblance of my old classroom,
save the door leading into the old-fashioned cloakroom. But, the staircase (marked
“girls,” but that era was already over when I was there), upon a bit of consideration, created immediate resonance. Wonderful memories flowed from the back recesses of my
brain: the projects I had worked on, my friends, even the artwork posted on the walls.
It was obviously not the specifics of the building that stirred these memories – most
of the building features were long gone — but somehow the building itself created an
association with a landmark year, characterized by a memorable teacher who worked
hard to inspire young minds.
And a few months ago, during a practice, one of the other band members informed
me that my Grade Six teacher had just passed away in her nineties. Can you imagine –
finding out about the demise of one of your most memorable teachers while actually
sitting in her classroom, so many decades later?
All of this, from what otherwise was an ordinary school of its time, thankfully converted
into a Legion Hall, when so many of its contemporaries have been lost. Every time I walk
through the doors and up that staircase, that same happy, warm feeling re-emerges.
Some things however remain an enigma. Perhaps I had not fully explored the building
when I was in grade six, but I don’t recall there being a bar on the ground floor.
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IAN ELLINGHAM is an architect living in St. Catharines Ontario. He is Chair of the Built Environment
Open Forum and of the Right Angle Editorial Committee

VIMY
by DAVID PEARCE, OAA, MRAIC

f I think about architecture which I have experienced and which
has stirred my soul, many images come into my head: Gaudí’s
incredible Art Nouveau interpretation of Gothic in the Sagrada
Familia; the whimsy and experimentation of Wright’s Home
and Office in Oak Park; the wonder of the Parthenon; the quiet
splendor of Ephesus; the pure simplicity of Mies’s Barcelona Pavilion;
the Louvre Pyramid by I.M. Pei. These all count.
But one place stands out from all the rest. Although I was aware
of its importance as a monument, I was unprepared for its power to
overtake my emotions. It was a destination on our itinerary slated
for the sixth day of our trip, which happened to be April 9, 2015 – an extremely
significant date, given our destination, but a bit of a fluke and we realized it
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only weeks before we left home. We took an early
train from Paris to Arras and picked up a rental car,
punched the destination in our GPS and made the
13-kilometre trip north out of town.
Arriving at Vimy Ridge is a bit anti-climactic, since
visitors are obligated to stop at the park office and
get involved in a tour of the trenches and the knobby
(now tree-covered) battlefield. It is an important
step in understanding trench warfare and the context of the monument.
The Vimy Ridge Memorial is approached from the rear, down a long, straight and very
flat walkway. Incredibly, because of its position on the Ridge, there is no backdrop.
There is only a plane of green grass, the diminishing perspective lines of the walkway,
a white tableau and twin towers rising to the sky. It looks astonishingly simple.
Nearing the monument, you become aware of the first of the carved figures, reclined
on either side of the steps – the Mourning Parents. Continue around to the east face
of the monument – the front face – and the ground drops away from the Ridge. A
7.3-metre-high wall at the base represents an impenetrable barrier. There are 20 carved
figures in all, displaying grief, sadness, hunger, sympathy and disease. There are no
charging soldiers, no guns drawn, no cannons ready to fire. Any weapons depicted are
silenced. A cannon barrel is draped with olive and laurel branches. A sword is broken
over a kneeling soldier’s knee.
The most moving sculpture is that of Canada Bereft or Mother Canada. The towering
figure of a cloaked woman looks down on a dying soldier, her chin supported by her
left fist. If she were to look up she would see the Douai Plains that the monument
faces. But she does not look up.
This is a monument which represents much. It commemorates an event. It promotes
peace and the defeat of militarism. It does not glorify war. It promotes pacifism.
Designed in 1921 by Walter Seymour Allward, the monument was unveiled at Vimy
on July 26, 1936. Formal ceremonies are held each year at the monument on April 9
to commemorate the battle. Dignitaries from the world over attend and pay thanks to
Canada for their role here. This spring marked the 100th anniversary of the Battle of
Vimy Ridge and again this monument was the focus of our nation.
For me, the visit was a powerful experience, all the more so because our visit
coincided with the anniversary of an event that marked Canada’s coming of age. If
monuments are intended to remind us of long-ago events and stir our emotions, the
Vimy Ridge Memorial is an impressive success.
DAVID PEARCE is an architect who recently retired as Managing Partner from Pearce McCluskey
Architects in Mississauga, Ontario
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THOSE WERE THE DAYS
by VIVIAN LO, MRAIC

hen I think of my list of favourite places, several categories immediately
come to mind. Because of my background in journalism and architecture,
these places tend to be landmarks, tourist attractions, great works of
architecture and heritage buildings – the kinds of places that most
people recall when asked to list their favourite places.
But when I think about it more carefully, I realize that my very favourite place must
be somewhere I love to visit and stay as long as I can. A place is an objective and
physical environment, however, my feelings towards that place are a totally subjective – even a mental – experience.
I tend to find the answer by recalling the places I visit repeatedly in my dreams,
where the image of the physical space becomes blurred and unreal, yet my sensations,
mood, and emotions towards that place are still so real and clear.
My favourite place turns out not to be a particular landmark – Instead, it is a place
that gives me fond memories of childhood, playing with neighbourhood friends or
spending time alone. The shattered memories of my favourite place are like a kaleidoscope of mirror-like reflections, where objects fall into a mysterious space where
they might get erased, dismantled, mixed, grouped, and reassembled. I might not
even be able to distinguish which things are real and which are mirror reflections in
a dream-like dimension.
My favourite childhood play area was a generic, empty alley space that connected
several apartments in our residential complex – a fairly commonly occurrence in
urban areas of Hong Kong. The area was composed of several levels with irregularshaped outdoor concrete grounds, indoor stone tile space underneath the apartment
buildings, stairs, curved ramps, mailbox areas, underground parking lots, connected
rooftops providing different views of the city, as well as convoluted, sloped, covered,
and uncovered corridors. For all the children who lived in the residential complex where
I spent my childhood, This was a fantastic playground.
Children not only played badminton and rode bicycles in the open space, but they
also imagined or interpreted those spaces as home, school, market, or restaurants.
The handrail of the stairs became a slide. The small crawl spaces underneath the
stairs were tents in a campground or individual “houses.” The concrete fence, which
was about a foot high, was perfect for a countertop to serve food for a tea party or
an imaginative street market place.
There were no limitations to communicating with neighbours and newcomers. We
almost never used telephones. We just talked (or shouted) to each other from the
space at ground level to another child who had to stay at home (several floors above)
and was not allowed to go out until his or her homework was finished. Kids played
together usually after school and especially during festivals like the Mid-Autumn
Festival. To celebrate the Mid-Autumn Festival, we grouped together after dinner to
form a continuous line and walked through the alley space holding lanterns of different
types and sizes. We also brought mooncakes and fruits to share with each other. That
concrete fence, our usual imaginative countertop, became a real countertop to share
festive foods. The candlelight from the lanterns made perfect temporary “restaurant”
lighting for our gathering at night.
This play space is still my favourite place after all these years. It is the place
where I escape to (in my dreams now); it calms me down and lifts me up at the
same time.
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VIVIAN LO is a Technical Specialist at the Ontario Ministry of Health. She is a Director of the Built
Environment Open Forum and a member of the Right Angle Editorial Committee
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ALLIED ARTS AND PROFESSIONS

LIGHT-COLOUR-DARKNESS
reimagining the birth environment through
aesthetics and phenomenology
by DOREEN BALABANOFF, PHD

ears ago, when I asked my own mother to tell me about my birth, she said,
“I don’t remember anything, I was asleep!” Recently, during my doctoral
research, I read stories of the powerful drugs used to achieve this “sleep” and
the grey floppy babies that ensued. In the 1980s I had my own two children,
in two different Ontario hospitals. I was keenly aware, and critical, of these
two very clinical birth environments, because I was studying and then working in architecture at the time. There was an absence of architectural design in both spaces – no
features or affordances (space, form, light, atmosphere, colour, views out, places to
move or sit, bathing facilities) that could be experienced or felt as aesthetically pleasant, controllable, or even useful to me or my partner. There was one positive feature,
a skylight, in a delivery room I was transferred into, and which I remember as offering
great relief and pleasure – I could see the blue sky and early morning light. Today, I
find that we have not gone far enough in challenging the medicalization of birth, and
the related, clinical nature of birth spaces. Making them “home-like” is not enough.
We need to reinvent them.
Ro & Bermudez1 have noted that most architectural researchers “focus on the cognitive rather than the affective, and the behavioural not the psychological […] anything
that could be related to beauty, emotion, or spirituality is perceived controversial,
‘unscientific,’ or ‘subjective’ and is thus avoided by professionals and researchers.”
Roger Ulrich famously conducted a study showing that surgical patients recovered more
quickly in a room looking out to a view of a tree (rather than a brick wall).2 We seem
to need such studies to validate the value of nature, of art, of beauty, of emotional
design. In a 2008 review of evidence-based healthcare design research, Ulrich et al.
concluded, “It is now widely recognized that well designed physical settings play an
important role in making hospitals less risky and stressful, promoting more healing for
patients and providing better places for staff to work.” How to achieve “well-designed
physical settings” is the question that now remains to be answered.
My own work is focused specifically on the birth environment, but has value for other
healthcare spaces. Aesthetic phenomenology, or how aesthetic experience impacts
our body – our mind/body – is a primary aspect of my research. In seeking out birth
environment literature, I found important new theory in Birth Territory and Midwifery
Guardianship.3 The authors seek to definitively reset our focus, turning attention towards
creating real change for birth by reconsidering the birth environment itself and how
its attributes might influence the birthing body. The important point they make is that
birthspace itself has impact on birth processes. Better birthspace could provide less
medicalized birth experience, and physical aspects of the space, including light, colour,
sounds, smells, privacy, flow, capacity to move, water, air, texture and sensuality are
valuable allies in this design work.
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It is clear today that mind/body/environment cannot be separated, as posited/
discussed by early “embodiment” theorists Maurice Merleau-Ponty4 and James J.
Gibson5. In my practice-based doctoral research project, light-colour-darkness emerged
as an inseparable trio that engages our mind/body through the sensual materiality,
flow of space and form, and atmospheric and temporal aspects of architectural space.
Sensual, emotive and spiritually sensitive design can be utilized to reimagine the birth
environment, and this is important for both birth experience and the longer-term health
and wellbeing of all involved.
The process book for Light in the Reimagined Birth Environment can be seen at www.doreenbalabanoff.com
and a lecture/seminar on the topic is forthcoming at an event sponsored by the Colour Research Society
of Canada in fall 2017. Doreen Balabanoff recently completed her PhD at the School of Architecture,
University College Dublin. She is a Professor of Environmental Design at OCAD University.
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LOCATIONS

TRINITY SQUARE PARK, TORONTO
RON NANTEL

by RON NANTEL

…like a
walled garden
with its own
microclimate.

laude Debussy famously said that music is the space between the notes.
I have found the architectural equivalent tucked in the centre of Canada’s
largest city – Toronto’s Trinity Square Park.
For a public square defined by a shopping centre, an office building and
a church, the space feels private, even secretive – like a walled garden
with its own microclimate. What grows here is self-awareness and peace of mind – if
you let it.
At the heart of the park is a meticulously paved labyrinth, based on the one in
France’s Chartres Cathedral. Standing at the centre of the six-petal rose, I do a slow
pan around to take in the Church of the Holy Trinity (1843), a clock tower, Reverend
Scadding’s townhouse (1862) and a row of three archways, all surrounded by a line
of densely planted trees.
The start and stop of a water sculpture provides an alternating rhythm of silence
and ambient waterfall sounds. The flow bubbles out from a tall outlet to wind its way
into an ornamental pond, echoing the ghosts of Taddle Creek, a long-buried stream.
Most tourists seem to stumble upon the place by accident. Many homeless hang
out here out of habit. My visits are all-too-infrequent treats to myself.
Form and shape cannot exist without space. Yet without these buildings, as unrelated
to each other as they are, there would be no Holy Trinity Park – my favourite place.
RON NANTEL is an illustrator with a Toronto-based entertainment design firm. He paints, writes and
dabbles in motion comics when not indulging his penchant for French graphic novels and heist movies.
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